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Kung kung  

kung

so the “angels 
of mercy” are 
selling roses,

now? 

I’m sorry?

care for a 
rose, dearie?

near wapping harbor. 
london, 1899.

you look lonely. 
I thought maybe 
a rose would... 
cheer you up.

you say 
“angel” 
like it’s 

important. 
I like that.

people around 
here have a way of... 

getting gone. anyway. 
sure you don’t want 

a rose? no?

luck, then.

you too. 
get home, angel. 
leave the docks 
to the devils...

…and the 
dead.

you’re 
too young 
for either 

one.

what makes 
you say that?

Clever man like you should 
be careful poking around 

these docks so late.
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Kung  kung kung kung

Rrrrip

Rrrr 

CLAC
 

Rrrrr

CLAC

CLAC

it’s bloody dangerous is wot it is-- 
those cables will snap you in ‘af.

snap you in ‘af?  
that never happens.

bloody hell it doesn’t, why do you think 
this guy has jobs for men without union cards, 
anyway? because they want men who don’t care 

about how dangerous the work is. 
but I can take that.

we all can. look: work is work.

I can take the bloody work. it’s these 
damned disappearances. christ!

leave it. leave it be. no one’s disappearin’ 
tonight. who’d want us anyway?

wait.    

aa
ar

gh 
!

nearby...
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Clac

Rrrrrrr

Klung Klung 

        
       K

lung Klung

you all right, 
mate? I’m good 
with this hook 
but it can be a 
bit jarring.

what…
what was it?

really a 
pretty decent 

question...

it got… it 
got reggie…
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up every 
soul!

Up every soul 
nimbly, for God’s sake, 

or we all perish.

the lady grey.
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Captain Burke, what’s 
our position? I have no idea, Miss 

Vane! The storm is 
taking us where she 

wants! 

What about 
the rest of 
your crew? 

They’ve all been 
washed over!
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